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w xThis paper continues the study of the functor, introduced in 7 . Let
A s k Q be a connected wild hereditary path-algebra, where Q is some
finite quiver without oriented cycles and k is some field. The category of
finitely generated left A-modules is denoted by A-mod, and maps are
written opposite to the scalars. Assume A has at least three simple
modules and let X be a quasi-simple regular module without self-exten-
sions. The right perpendicular category X H of X is the full subcategory of
 < Ž . 1 Ž .4A-mod, defined by the objects M Hom X, M s 0 s Ext X, M . It isA A
equivalent to a module category C-mod, where C s k Q is a connectedX
wild hereditary algebra with n y 1 simple modules. Denote by C-reg the
category of modules, regular in X H( C-mod, by t , respectively, t theC A
Auslander]Reiten translations in X H , respectively, A-mod and by A-reg
the category of regular A-modules. If 0 “ t X “ Z “ X “ 0 is theA
Auslander]Reiten sequence, ending in X, then Z is a quasi-simple brick
w x w xin C-reg, 13, 27 . The main result of 7 says, that there is a full and dense
Ž .functor F: C-reg “ A-reg, with Ft ( t F and with F M s 0 if and onlyC A
 i < 4if M g add t Z i g Z . This functor also induces a bijection between theC
Ž . Ž .sets of regular Auslander]Reiten components V C of C and V A of A.
As a consequence, for example, bijections between the sets of regular
Ž . Ž .Auslander]Reiten components V A and V A for any two connected1 2
wild hereditary path-algebras A s k Q Ž1. and A s k Q Ž2. can be con-1 2
structed. For the construction of this functor tilting theory was used.
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w xIn 18 , a different construction of the functor F was given, using
w xuniversal filtrations. More precise, the functor F is defined in 18 as the
composition F s e h s h e of two functors e , h and these two func-‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘
tors are constructed by universal filtrations.
Both constructions have in common that direct limits and inverse limits
are used for the definition of F. The first aim of the paper is, to describe
this functor without the use of limits. For this, minimal approximations are
considered. Recall, that a map f : M “ N is called right minimal, if
Ž . Ž . w xa f s f , with a g End M implies a g Aut M , 2 . If C ; A-mod is aA
subcategory, a morphism f : C “ M, with C g C is called a right C-ap-
X Ž X . Ž X .proximation, if for any C g C the induced map C , f : Hom C , C “A
Ž X . w xHom C , M is surjective, 5, 3 . A right minimal right C-approximation isA
called a minimal right C-approximation. Minimal left C-approximations
w xare defined dually. Using the construction in 18 , we get the following new
description of e , respectively, h and hence of F s e h s h e .‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘
THEOREM. Let A s k Q be connected wild hereditary, X a quasi-simple
regular stone and M g C-reg.
Ž .  i < 4 Ž .a The minimal right add t X, t Z i)0 -approximation r : K M “MA C
Ž .is injecti¤e with cokernel h M .‘
Ž .  yi < 4 Ž .b The minimal left add X, t Z i ) 0 -approximation l: M “ Q MC
Ž .is surjecti¤e with kernel e M .‘
Ž .c The following diagram is commutati¤e
0 0
X 6 6
r6 6 6 6
Ž . Ž . Ž .0 K M e M F M 0‘
6
6
r6 6 6 6
Ž . Ž .K M0 M h M 0‘
6 6
Xl l
Ž . Ž .Q M Q M
6
6
0 0
X Ž . Ž .  i <Moreo¤er, the mono r : K M “ e M is a minimal right add t X, t Z‘ A C
4 X Ž . Ž .i ) 0 -approximation, the epi l : h M “ Q M is a minimal left‘
 yi < 4add X, t Z i ) 0 -approximation.C
This might be considered as a mainly technical result, but it has a
surprising consequence. It creates a new class of elementary modules, see
2.3, called orbital elementary. Recall that a regular module E is called
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elementary, if there is no short exact sequence 0 “ U “ E “ V “ 0, with
w xU, V both nonzero and regular, 22, 17 . An indecomposable regular
module E is called orbital elementary, if each short exact sequence
i < 40 “ U “ E “ V “ 0 with U, V both regular and E g add t E i g Z ,A
splits. Orbital elementary modules have a quite startling property: If E is
orbital elementary, we can get rather complete information on all maps
Ž i < .between the modules in the t -orbit t E i g Z .A A
The most convenient tool for the description of the maps between the
modules t i M in the t -orbit of a regular module M is the orbit algebraA A
Ž . w xO M , introduced in Section 3, and called in 20 the algebra of the
Ž . Ž .endo-functor t at M. The algebra O M s [ O M is a Z-gradedA iig Z
Ž . Ž i .algebra, where O M s Hom M, t M and multiplication is given byi A A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . iO M = O M “ O M , f , g ‹ f ? t g, where ? denotes the compo-i j iqj A
sition of maps.
Ž .If E is orbital elementary with End E s k, then the orbit algebraA
Ž . ² Ž j. < :O E is a free k-algebra k X 1 F i, 1 F j F r in infinitely manyi i
Ž j. Ž . ivariables X g O E . Moreover is the power series Ý r t a rationali i iG1 i
function, see 5.4, 5.5.
Additionally it is discussed in paragraph four, when the orbit algebra
Ž .O M of a regular module M / 0 is finitely generated as an algebra and
examples are given. It is an open problem, whether there exist orbit
Ž .algebras O M of regular modules M which are neither finitely generated
nor free.
w xFor basic results we refer to the books 4, 25 , for special results on wild
w xhereditary algebras to the survey 16 .
1. MINIMAL APPROXIMATIONS
w x1.1. The concept of minimal approximations, introduced in 2, 5, 3 is
central for this paper. If C is a subcategory of A]mod, a map r : C “ M
with C g C is called a right C-approximation, if for all CX g C the induced
Ž X . Ž X . Ž X .map C , r : Hom C , C “ Hom C , M is surjective. The map r is called
Ž .right minimal, if cr s r, with c g End C implies c is an automorphism,A
or equivalently, if no nonzero direct summand of C is in the kernel of r,
w xsee 4 . A right minimal right C-approximation is called a minimal right
w xC-approximation. It always is unique up to an isomorphism, see 4 . In the
dual way minimal left C-approximations are defined.
A right, respectively, left C-approximation f : C “ M, respectively, g :
M “ C always exists, if there are only finitely many indecomposables C ini
Ž . Ž .C with Hom C , M / 0, respectively, Hom M, C / 0. If X is inde-A i A i
Ž .composable with End X s k, minimal right add X-approximations can be
constructed easily. If M is any module and f , . . . , f is a k-basis of1 r
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Ž . Ž . t rHom X, M , then r s f , . . . , f : X “ M is a minimal right add X-A 1 r
approximation of M. Frequently we call r a right uni¤ersal map for
Ž .Hom X, M in this case. Dually one constructs the left uni¤ersal map for
Ž .Hom M, X .
Ž .1.2. If T, F is a torsion pair in A-mod, with torsion class T and
torsion-free class F, and M is any A-module, there exists the canonical
short exact sequence
e p6 60 “ tM M fM “ 0,
with M g T and fM g F. The inclusion e is a minimal right T-approxima-
tion of M, whereas p is a minimal left F-approximation of M in this case.
1 Ž .A module T g T is called Ext-projective in T, if Ext T , M s 0 for allA
1 Ž .M g T. Dually F g F is called Ext-injective in F, if Ext N, F s 0 for allA
w xN g F. It was shown in 11 , that a module T was Ext-projective in T if
and only if t T was Ext-injective in F.A
Finally it should be mentioned, that for an indecomposable module
M g T, not Ext-projective, there always exists a relative Auslander]Reiten
sequence 0 “ t M “ E “ M “ 0 in T, ending in M, but not necessarilyT
a relative Auslander]Reiten sequence, starting in M, even if M is not
w xExt-injective, see for example, 1 . The dual statements hold for the
torsion-free class F.
1.3. Let A s k Q connected wild hereditary with n ) 2 simple modules
and X be a quasi-simple regular stone. The word stone denotes an
indecomposable module without self-extensions. The right perpendicular
category X H of X, respectively, the left perpendicular category H X of X is
 < Ž .the full subcategory of A-mod with objects M Hom X, M s 0 sA
1 Ž .4  < Ž . 1 Ž .4Ext X, M , respectively, N Hom N, X s 0 s Ext N, X . Since XA A A
H H Ž .is not projective, X s t X follows from the Auslander]Reiten for-A
mula. Moreover we have X H( C-mod, where C is a connected wild
w xhereditary algebra with n y 1 simple modules 27 . Especially there exist
Auslander]Reiten sequences in X H , and we write t , ty for the Auslan-C C
der]Reiten translations in X H . The preprojective component of X H is
Ž . Ž .denoted by P C , its preinjective component by I C .
If 0 “ t X “ Z “ X “ 0 is the Auslander]Reiten sequence, endingA
Ž . w xin X, then Z is a brick with End Z s k, by 13 , and it is a quasi-simpleA
H w xregular module in X , by 27 . The name Z is reserved for this specific
module.
w x1.4. Following 18, 2.4 , for a quasi-simple regular stone X we denote
Ž .  < Ž . 4by E , F the torsion pair with torsion class E s M Ext X, M s 0X X X
and torsion-free class F , the class of modules, cogenerated by t X. If PX A
is the minimal projective generator of X H , then T X s X [ P is a tilting
Ž X. w x Hmodule with E s Gen T , 7 . We have X ; E , and the relativeX X
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Ž .Auslander]Reiten quiver G E has exactly one preprojective component,X
Ž . Hnamely, the preprojective component P C of X and exactly one
Ž .preinjective component, the preinjective component I A of A-mod, see,
w xfor example, 7 .
Ž .Dually, we denote by G , H the torsion pair with torsion-free classX X
 < Ž . 4H s M Hom X, M s 0 . The modules generated by X constitute theX A
torsion class G . If I denotes the minimal injective cogenerator of X HXH Ž .s t X , then T s I [ t X is a cotilting module, and H is the torsion-A A X
 < 1 Ž . 4 w xfree class of T , that is H s M Ext M, T s 0 , 18, 2.1 . We haveX A
H Ž .X ; H and the preprojective component P A of A-mod is the prepro-X
Ž .jective component of the relative Auslander]Reiten quiver G H of H ,X X
Ž .whereas I C is its unique preinjective component.
Ž .If M is indecomposable in H , not in I C and N is preinjective inX
H Ž . Ž .X , then Hom N, M s 0, since I C is successor-closed in H . There-A X
fore H - , the class of objects of H without nonzero direct summand inX X
Ž . )I C is a torsion-free class, too. Dually is E , the class of objects in EX X
Ž .without nonzero direct summand in P C a torsion class.
We have E l H s X H and E ) l H -s C-reg, where C-reg is theX X X X
category of modules, regular in X H . All the modules t i Z are in E ) lC X
H - .X
Ž . j1.5. We consider all the torsion pairs G , H , for j G 0, where H s Hj j j t XA
and G s G j . Take M g H and consider the canonical short exactj t X jA
sequence
ft jq1XA 6
jq 1 jq10 “ g M “ M h M “ 0,t X t XA A
Ž . jq 1of M with respect to the torsion pair G , H . Since g M g G ,jq1 jq1 t X jq1A
it is generated by t jq1X.A
jq1 r Ž jq1 .If r : t X “ M, with r s dim Hom t X, M , is the right univer-A A A
sal map, we get g jq 1 M s Im r.t XA
w xIt was shown in 18, 3.1 that for M g H indecomposable, the rightj
universal map r : t jq1X r “ M was injective or surjective. If it is surjective,A
then M is Ext-injective in H . For M g H - it always is injective. Further-j j
w xmore, it was shown in 18, 3.4 , that
h jq 1 : H “ Ht X j jq1A
defines a full and dense functor, which respects epimorphisms. For an
Ž . jq1jq 1indecomposable N g H we have h N s 0 only if either N s t Xj t X AA
Ž j .H w xor N is injective in t X , 18 .A
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w x -jq 1Additionally it follows from 18, 4.5 that the restriction of h to Ht X jA
has image H - , hence h jq 1 induces a full and dense functorjq1 t XA
h jq 1 : H -“ H - ,t X j jq1A
Ž . jq1jq 1with h N s 0 if and only if N g add t X.t X AA
Let h s h j h jy 1 ??? h : H -“ H - be the composition. Then wej t X t X t X 0 jA A Aw xget from 18 .
Ž . - -LEMMA. a The functor h : H “ H is full and dense and respects epis.j 0 j
Ž . - Ž .b Let M g H be indecomposable with h M s 0. Take 1 F i F j0 j
Ž .minimal with h M s 0. Then i s 1 if and only if M s t X and i ) 1 ifi A
and only if M ( t iy1Z.C
1.6. If M is a module with a filtration 0 ; M ; ??? ; M ; M s1 my1 m
M and M rM ( Y for 1 F i F m, we writei iy1 i
< < <M : Y Y ??? Y .1 2 m
If additionally Y s X ri for 1 F i F m y 1 with X indecomposable suchi i i
r i Žthat the embedding X “ MrM is right universal for Hom X , Mri iy1 A i
.M , we writeiy1
M
r r r1 2 my1< < < < <M : X X ??? X ,1 2 my1 Mmy 1
and call this filtration ascending Hom-uni¤ersal. The descending Hom-uni-
w x¤ersal filtrations are defined dually. For more details see 18, 4.2, 4.3 .
- Ž .1.7. For M s M g H indecomposable with h M s M / 0 we can0 0 j j
construct M from M by a sequence r with 0 F i - j of injective rightj iq1
universal maps
r fiq1 iq1iq1 r 6 6iq10 “ t X M M “ 0.A i iq1
Consequently M has an ascending Hom-universal filtration
r1 < 2 r2 < < j r j < <M : t X t X ??? t X M .A A A j
The surjective maps f are natural and so is the composition f :j Ž j.
Ž . Ž .M “ M . Let K M be the kernel of f , with K M s M , if M s 0.0 j j Ž j. j 0 j
Hence there is a short exact sequence
fŽ j.e 6 60 “ K M M h M “ 0.Ž . Ž .j j
PROPOSITION. Let M g H - .0
Ž . Ž . t t1 jy1 t jy 1a For j G 1 we get K M s t X m t Z [ ??? [ t Z .j A C C
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Ž . Ž . Žb The inclusion e : K M “ M is a minimal right add t X [j A
Ž i ..[ t Z -approximation of M.C1F i- j
Ž . X t1 jy1 t jy 1c The induced inclusion e : t Z [ ??? [ t Z ¤ M is a mini-C C
mal right add [jy1 t i Z-approximation of M.Cis1
Ž . Ž .Proof. a If M s 0, the claim follows from 1.5 b , so assume M / 0.j j
Since H - is a torsion-free class, the short exact sequence0
h 0 “ K M “ M “ M “ 0Ž . Ž .j j
Ž . -implies K M g H . Since M has an ascending Hom-universal filtrationj 0
r1 < 2 r2 < < j r j < <M : t X t X ??? t X M ,A A A j
Ž .we know that K M has a filtrationj
r1 < 2 r2 < < jy1 r jy 1 <K M : t X t X ??? t X 0.Ž .j A A A
We see by induction that this filtration is Hom-universal. For i s 1 we get
Ž Ž .. Žr F dim Hom t X, K M , from the filtration. Applying Hom t X,1 A A j A A
. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .y to h gives 0 “ Hom t X, K M “ Hom t X, M . HenceA j A
Ž Ž .. Ž .dim Hom t X, K M F dim Hom t X, M s r and the inclusionA A j A A 1
r1 Ž .t X ¤ K M is right universal. We get the following commutativeA j
diagram
0 0
6 6
r r1 1t X t XA A
6
66 6 6 6
Ž .K M0 M M 0j j
6
66 6 6 6
Ž Ž ..0 K M M M 0j 1 1 j
66
0 0
Ž Ž ..and K M has a filtrationj 1
2 r2 < 3 r3 < < j r j <K M : t X t X ??? t X 0.Ž .Ž .j A A A1
Suppose by induction that for 1 F i - j:
0 “ K M “ M “ M “ 0Ž .Ž .j i ji
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Ž Ž ..is exact and K M has a filtrationj i
iq1 r iq1 < < j r j <K M : t X ??? t X 0.Ž .Ž .j A Ai
Ž iq1 Ž Ž .. .Similar to the case i s 1 we get dim Hom t X, K M s r , henceA j i iq1
iq1 r iq1 Ž Ž ..the inclusion t X “ K M is right universal and there is a shortA j i
Ž Ž ..exact sequence 0 “ K M “ M “ M “ 0.j iq1 iq1 j
Ž Ž ..Consequently we have h K M s 0 and the claim follows from 1.5.j j
Ž . Ž . t t1 jy1 t jy 1b If h M s 0, then M s t X [ t Z [ ??? [ t Z by 1.5j A C C
Ž .and obviously is the identity map K M s M “ M a minimal rightj
Ž Ž i ..add t X [ [ t Z -approximation of M.A CiF i- j
t t1Ž . Ž .Let h M be nonzero and K M s t X [ Z with Z s t Z [ ??? [j j A C
jy1 t jy 1 Ž Ž i ..t Z . Further let K g add [t X [ t Z and f : K “ M.C 1 A C 11F i- j
Ž .We have h K s 0 by 1.5, hence we get the following commutativej 1
diagram
6
Ž .K 0 h K1 j 1
Ž .h ff j
6
6
e6 6 6 6Ž . Ž .0 K M M h M 0.j j
Ž Ž i ..Hence f factors through e and e is a right add t X [ [ t Z -A CiF i- j
approximation. It is minimal, since e is injective.
Ž . i Ž .c Take Z g add [ t Z and g : Z “ M. As in part b we1 C 11F i- j
Ž . Hget h Z s 0 and g factors through e . But Z g X , thereforej 1 1
Ž . XHom Z , t X s 0, hence g has a factorisation through the inclusion e :A 1 A
[jy1t i Z ti “ M. Therefore e X is a right add [jy1 t i Z-approximation.C Cis1 is1
Since it is injective, it is a minimal right approximation.
1.8. Dually to the above procedure, we consider the family of torsion
Ž . yi y ipairs E , F , with torsion class E s E and torsion-free class F s F .i i i t X i t XA A
Additionally we consider the torsion classes E ) of modules in E withouti i
ŽŽ yi .H.nonzero direct summand in P t X , the preprojective component ofA
Ž yi .H )t X . For M g E we consider the canonical short exact sequenceA i
0 “ e yiy1 M “ M “ f yiy1 M “ 0,Ž . Ž .t X t XA A
Ž . Ž .yiy1 y iy1with e M g E and f M g F .t X iq1 t X iq1A A
Dually to 1.5, e yiy1 defines a full and dense functor e yiy1 : E “ Et X t X i iq1A A
which respects monos and by restriction a full and dense functor e yiy1 :t XA
) ) ) Ž . yiyiy1E “ E . For M g E , the module f M is in add t X and thei iq1 i t X AA
Ž . yi s i yiyiy1epi l : M “ f M s t X is a minimal left add t X-approxima-i t X A AA
) Ž .yiy1tion of M. For M g E we get e M s 0 if and only if M gi t XA
add tyi X.A
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If e : E “ E denotes the composition of the functors e yj , it inducesi 0 i t XA
by restriction a functor e : E )“ E ) . The following is the dual version ofi 0 i
w x1.5, 18, 3.6 .
Ž . ) )LEMMA. a e : E “ E is a full and dense functor which respectsi 0 i
monos.
Ž . ) Ž .b Let M g E be indecomposable with e M s 0. If 1 F j F i is0 i
Ž . 1y jminimal with e M s 0, then M ( X for j s 1 and M ( t Z for j ) 1.j C
) Ž . Ž .1.9. For M s M g E with e M / 0, we construct M s e M by0 0 i i i
a sequence of surjective left universal maps l ,j
l j yj s6 j0 “ M “ M t X “ 0.jq1 j A
Consequently M has a descending Hom-universal filtration0
< < 1y i s1y i < < y s1 < s0M : M t X ??? t X X .0 i A A
) Ž .For M s M g E with e M / 0 we get short exact sequences0 0 i
0 “ M “ M “ Q M “ 0.Ž .i i
Ž . Ž .For e M s 0 we define Q M s M s M. Dually to 1.6 we have.i i 0
PROPOSITION. Let M g E ) .0
Ž . Ž . r Ž iy1 yj r j.a For i ) 0 we get Q M s X [ [ t Z .i Cjs1
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž iy1 j ..b The epi l: M “ Q M is a minimal left add X [ [ t Z -i Cjs1
approximation of M.
Ž . X iy1 yj r jc The induced projection l : M “ [ t Z is a minimal leftCjs1
add [iy1 tyjZ-approximation of M.Cjs1
w x )1.10. In strict analogy to 18 we define the functors e : E “ A-mod‘ 0
and h : H -“ A-mod by‘ 0
e M s lim ??? “ M “ M “ M s M s e M for m c 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .‘ 2 1 0 m
h M s lim M s M “ M “ M “ ??? s h M for m c 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .‘ 0 1 2 m
Ž . Ž .The functor e respectively, h is full, respects monos respectively, epis‘ ‘
Žand has image those A-modules without nonzero preprojective respec-
. w xtively, preinjective direct summands, 18, 4.1, 4.3 .
w x ) -It follows further from 18 that the functor h , restricted to E l H‘ 0 0
has image E ) l Im h , that is the modules in E ) without nonzero0 ‘ 0
A-preinjective direct summands. Dually, the restriction of e to E ) l H -‘ 0 0
has image the modules in H - without indecomposable A-preprojective0
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direct summands. Hence we can consider the compositions e h : E ) l‘ ‘ 0
H -“ A-mod and h e : E ) l H - : “ A-mod. It was the main result of0 ‘ ‘ 0 0
w x18 , that
Ž . ) -1 Both functors e h , h e : E l H “ A-mod coincide and have‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 0 0
image the category A-reg of regular A-modules.
Ž . ) -2 The restricted functor e h s h e : E l H s C-reg “ A-reg‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 0 0
w xis the functor F: C-reg “ A-reg, defined in 7 .
We give a new description of the functors h , e , and F in terms of‘ ‘
minimal approximations.
THEOREM. Let A s k Q be a connected wild hereditary algebra and X a
quasi-simple stone in A-reg.
Ž . -  i < 4a For a module M g H , the minimal right add t X, t Z i ) 0 -0 A C
Ž . Ž .approximation r : K M “ M is injecti¤e with cokernel h M .‘
Ž . )  yi <b For an A-module M g E , the minimal left add t X, t Z i )0 A C
4 Ž . Ž .0 -approximation l: M “ Q M is surjecti¤e with kernel e M .‘
Ž . ) -c For M g E l H the following diagram is commutati¤e0 0
0 0
6 66 6 6 6
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .0 K e M e M F M 0‘ ‘
6
66 6 6 6
Ž . Ž .K M0 M h M 0‘
6 6
Ž . Ž Ž ..Q M Q h M‘
6 6
0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a We have h M s h M for some m c 0, that is h M‘ m mqi
Ž . Ž mq iq1 Ž ..s h M for all i G 0. This is equivalent to Hom t X, h M sm A A mqi
w x Ž mq i .0 and consequently by 18, 4.4 Hom t Z, M s 0 for all i G 0. There-A C
Ž Ž my 1 i ..fore the minimal right add t X [ [ t Z -approximation is a mini-A Cis1
 i < 4mal right add t X, t Z i ) 0 -approximation, simultaneously. The claimA C
Ž .follows from 1.6. Part b is dual.
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Ž . Ž .c From 2 we get the following diagram
0 0
6 66 6 6 6
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .0 K e M e M F M 0‘ ‘
6
66 6 6 6
Ž . Ž .K M0 M h M 0‘
6 6
Ž . Ž Ž ..Q M Q h M‘
6 6
0 0
Ž .Since r : K M “ M is a right approximation, there exists a map f :
Ž Ž .. Ž .K e M “ K M , making the left square commutative. Similarly there is‘
Ž . Ž Ž ..a g : Q M “ Q h M , making the bottom square commutative. Let‘
 Ž . Ž Ž ..4  Ž . Ž Ž ..4 ŽK g K M , K e M and Q g Q M , Q h M . We have Hom K,‘ ‘ A
.  i < 4Q s 0, since the module K is in add t X, t Z i ) 0 and Q is inA C
 yi < 4 Ž Ž .. Žadd X, t Z i ) 0 . Consequently we get Hom K, e M ( Hom K,C A ‘ A
. Ž . Ž Ž . .M and Hom M, Q ( Hom h M , Q . Therefore f , g both are iso-A A ‘
morphisms.
1.11 Since C-reg s H - l E ) , we get from 1.7 and 1.90 0
COROLLARY. Let M g C-reg and n be any positi¤e integer.
Ž . ia The minimal right add [ t Z-approximation r :C w1, n x1F iF n
[ t i Za i “ M is injecti¤e.C1F iF n
Ž . yib The minimal left add [ t Z-approximation l : M “C w1, nx1F iF n
[ tyiZ b i is surjecti¤e.C1F iF n
It is shown in the next section that any of these conditions implies that Z
is orbital elementary in C-reg.
2. ORBITAL ELEMENTARY MODULES
2.1. Let A s k Q be a connected wild hereditary algebra. Following
w x22, 17 , we call an indecomposable regular A-module E elementary, if
there is no short exact sequence 0 “ U “ E “ V “ 0 with U, V both
nonzero and regular. For example, if E is an indecomposable regular
module with minimal dimension, then it is elementary. Elementary mod-
w xules always are quasi-simple bricks, 17 . The converse is not true.
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We call an indecomposable regular module E additi¤e elementary, if each
short exact sequence 0 “ U “ Em “ V “ 0, with U, V regular and m G 1,
splits. Examples of additively elementary modules are elementary stones,
w x w x15 , or regular modules E, such that the one-point extension A E is
w x w xquasi-tilted, 9 . In 9 there also is shown that elementary modules do not
need to be additively elementary.
An indecomposable regular module E is called orbital elementary, if
each short exact sequence 0 “ U “ t i1 Er1 [ ??? [ t im Erm “ V “ 0 withA A
i1 r1 im rm  i < 4U, V regular and t E [ ??? [ t E g add t E i g Z , splits.A A A
Since the Auslander]Reiten translation t defines an equivalence t :A A
Ž .A-reg “ A-reg, a module E is additively, orbital elementary if and only if
so is t i E, for any integer i.A
w x2.2. It was shown in 17, 1.2 , that for a regular module M there exists
an integer m such that the kernels of all morphisms g : t r M “ R forA
r G m and R regular, are regular. The integer m only depends on dim M.k
Let M and N be regular A-modules and f : M “ N a morphism.
Consequently the kernel K of f is preprojective if and only if t r f :A
r r w xt M “ t N is injective for r c 0, by 17, 1.2 . Dually, the cokernel Q of fA A
is preinjective, if and only if tyr f : tyrM “ tyrN is surjective for r c 0.A A A
This fact is used frequently in what follows.
We now give another characterization of orbital elementary modules.
Section 1.11 then implies their existence.
PROPOSITION. Let A s k Q be a connected wild hereditary algebra and E
be a quasi-simple brick. The following are equi¤alent.
Ž .a E is orbital elementary.
Ž .b For any pair of integers m F n and for any regular module R, the
minimal right add [n t i E-approximation r : [n t i Eri “ R has pre-A w m , nx Aism ism
projecti¤e kernel.
Ž .c For any pair of integers m F n and for any regular module R, the
minimal left add [n t i E-approximation l : R “ add [n t i Esi hasA w m , nx Aism ism
preinjecti¤e cokernel.
Ž . Ž . n i r iProof. a « b : Let r : [ t E “ R be a minimal rightw m , nx Aism
n i w xadd [ t E-approximation of R. By 17 there exists an l ) 0, suchAism
that the shifted map t l r : [n t iqlEri “ t l R has regular kernel K.A w m , nx A Aism
Hence we get the regular short exact sequence
n iql r i l w x0 “ K “ [ t E “ Im t r m , n “ 0,A Aism
Ž . l nq l iwhich splits, by a . Since t r is a minimal right add [ t E-A w m , nx Aismql
approximation of t l R, we get K s 0, by the definition of minimality.A
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Ž . Ž .Hence r has preprojective kernel. The implication a « c is shownw m , nx
similarly.
Ž . Ž .b « a : Assume there exists a nonsplit short exact sequence
f gs n r6 6j j0 “ U [ t E V “ 0,Ajs1
w xwith U, V regular, with n - n - ??? - n and r ) 0. By 4 we may1 2 s j
assume that f and g are minimal, that means no nonzero direct summand
s n rj jof E s [ t E is contained in the kernel of g and Im f is notAjs1
contained in a proper direct summand of E.
Let r : [n s t j Etj s E “ V be the minimal right add [n s t j E-A 1 Ajsn jsn1 1
approximation of V. Modulo some t -shift, we may assume that r isA
Ž .injective, by b . Since r is an approximation, we get the following
commutative diagram
g 66 6
U E V 0
6
.h
r6 6
E0 V1
Therefore r is an isomorphism, and we identify V with E via r.1
Ž yi .Since E is a quasi-simple brick, we have Hom E, t E s 0, for allA A
w xi ) 0, 13 . Therefore g is of the form
g gX0 sy1 n y1n r n r j t n tsj j s s j s s: [ t E [ t E “ [ t E [ t E ,ž / ž /A A A Ajs1 js1ž /0 g1
where g : t n s Ers “ t n s Ets.1 A A
n s w xSince t E is a brick, it follows from 24, 1.2 , that ker g is a directA 1
summand of t n s Ers. Since g is a right minimal map, g is injective. HenceA 1
w x n s ts n s rsit is, again by 24, 1.2 a split mono. Take h : t E “ t E with1 A A
Ž n s ts.g h s 1. Then h is surjective and h g s e g End t E is an idem-1 1 1 1 1 1 A A
potent.
Define
0 0 n y1 sy1j t n t n r n rs j s s j j s sm s [ t E [ t E “ [ t E [ t E .ž / ž /A A A Ajs1 js10 mž /1
The map m has image t n s Ers and mg / 0 is an idempotent endomorphismA
Ž . sy1 n j r jof End E . Hence Im f ; [ t E which contradicts to the minimal-A 1 Ajs1
ity of f and the claim follows.
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Ž . Ž .Similarly one shows c « a .
2.3. We denote by T with m G 7 the graph2, 3, m
?
?y?y 1y 2 y ??? ym.
THEOREM. Let A s k Q be a connected wild hereditary algebra.
Ž .a If the underlying graph of Q is not of type T , then A has an2, 3, m
Ž .orbital elementary module E with End E s k.A
Ž .b If M / 0 is a regular module, such that the one-point extension
w x XA M is a tilted algebra of type H s k Q , then M is orbital elementary.
Ž . w xProof. a It was shown by Lache 19 , that for a connected wild
hereditary algebra A s k Q, where Q is not of type T there exists a2, 3, m
Ž .pair H, X , where H is a connected wild hereditary algebra and X is a
quasi-simple regular H-module such that X H( C-mod, where C is a
connected wild hereditary algebra and A is concealed of type C. By 1.11
and 2.2 there exists an orbital elementary module Z in C-reg with
endomorphism ring k. Since A is concealed of type C, the categories
C-reg and A-reg are equivalent. Therefore there also exist orbital elemen-
Ž .tary A-module E with End E s k.A
Ž . w x w xb is similar to 17, 5.3 . If A M is tilted, say of type H, then there
Ž . w xexists a tilting module T g H-mod with End T ( A M .H
The tilting module T has a decomposition T s T [ X, where X is0
quasi-simple regular in H-mod and T is a preprojective tilting module in0
X H . Let 0 “ t X “ Z “ X “ 0 be the Auslander]Reiten sequence,H
ending in X. We know that Z is orbital elementary in X H . We get
End T Hom T , ZŽ . Ž .H 0 H 0End T s ,Ž .H ž /0 k
Ž . Ž .and End T ( A. Since the functor Hom T , y defines an equiva-H 0 H 0
lence from the category of regular X H -modules to the category A-reg, the
Ž . w xmodule Hom T , Z is orbital elementary in A-reg, too. By 17, 5.2 weH 0
Ž . Ž .finally have M ( Hom T , Z for some automorphism g g Aut A .g H 0
Consequently also M is orbital elementary.
2.4. The following example shows that not all additively elementary
modules are orbital elementary. Let k be some elementary algebraically
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closed field and consider the quivers
2
v
6
6
6 66 6 v vv v v v 6 .
2 31 3 4 1
X QQ
w xLet A s k Q be the path algebra of the quiver Q. By 22 an indecompos-
able regular A-module E is elementary, if and only if either dim t mE sA
Ž .1, 1, 0 for some m g Z, or the indecomposable regular module U with1
Ž .dim U s 1, 2, 0 is in the t -orbit of E. Since U has no self-extensions, it1 A 1
w x Ž .is additively elementary, 15 . Take X elementary with dim X s 1, 1, 0 .
Ž .Let U s t U , hence dim U s 3, 4, 4 .2 A 1 2
Ž .It is easy to check for i s 1, 2 that dim Hom X, U s 1. Take 0 / f gA i i
Ž .Hom X, U . Clearly f is injective. Consider the short exact sequenceA i i
Ž . Ž .tf , f p , p1 2 1 26 6
j 0 “ X U [ U Q “ 0,Ž . 1 2
Ž . Ž .where Q is the cokernel of f s f , f . One has dim Q s 3, 5, 41 2
s dim t 2 X.A
² :If y , y denotes the homological bilinear form on the Grothendieck
w x ² Ž . :group of A, 25 one has dim U [ U , dim Q s 2.1 2
Ž . tSince U and U are orthogonal stones and p s p , p is surjective, it1 2 1 2
Ž . 1 Ž .follows Hom Q, U [ U s 0 and consequently Ext U , Q s 0.A 1 2 A 1
Since f : X “ U is injective with preinjective cokernel, the induced1 1
Ž 2 . Ž 2 . Ž 2 .map f , t U : Hom U , t U “ Hom X, t U is injective. From1 A 1 A 1 A 1 A A 1
Ž 2 . Ž 2 . Ž 2 . Ž 2 .Hom U , t U s 0, we get f , t U s f , t U . If y, t U stands forA 2 A 1 1 A 1 A 1 A 1
Ž 2 . Ž .Hom y, t U , we get from j :A A 1
Ž 2 .f , t UA 12 2 260 “ Q, t U “ U [ U , t U X , t U .Ž . Ž . Ž .A 1 1 2 A 1 A 1
Ž 2 . Ž 2 .Since f , t U is injective, Hom Q, t U s 0 as follows. By the Auslan-A 1 A A 1
1 Ž . Žder]Reiten formula, this means Ext U , Q s 0, and dim Hom U [A 2 A 1
.U , Q s 2 follows.2
Consider now
Ž .f , Q 6
0 “ End Q “ Hom U [ U , Q Hom X , Q .Ž . Ž . Ž .A A 1 2 A
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since f , Q / 0, we get 1 F dim End Q - dim Hom U [ U , Q s 2.A A 1 2
Ž .Therefore Q is a brick. Since dim Q s 3, 5, 4 it is an elementary module,
especially it is regular. Hence U is not orbital elementary.1
X Ž q .HLet H s k Q and P be the minimal projective generator of t S .H 2
y Ž . w xThen T s P [ t S is a tilting module with End T ( A E , where E isH 2 H
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Ž .any elementary module with dim E s 1, 1, 0 . Consequently E is orbital
elementary.
2.5. If E is an orbital elementary A-module and r : [m t i Eri “ R isAis0
Ž m i .a minimal right add [ t E -approximation of some regular module R,Ais0
then the kernel ker r is preprojective. Consequently, there exists some s,
s w xsuch that t r is injective. By 17, 1.2 , the integer s can be chosenA
Ž m i .independently of R, only depending on dim [ t E . The module Z notAis0
only is orbital elementary in C-mod, it has the additional property, that for
each regular C-module R and for any natural number m G 1 the minimal
Ž m i . m i r iright add [ t A -approximation r : [ t Z “ R is injective. DuallyC Cis1 is1
Ž m yi . m yi t iis the minimal left add [ t Z -approximation l: R “ [ t Z sur-C Cis1 is1
jective for all regular modules R.
3. THE ORBIT ALGEBRA OF A REGULAR MODULE
Let A s k Q be a connected wild hereditary algebra. We denote by F
Ž .the Coxeter transformation on K A , that is the linear map defined by0
Ž .the property F dim X s dim t X for all nonprojective indecomposableA
A-modules. The spectral radius r of F, also called the growth-number of
w xA is bigger than 1 in the wild case, see, for example, 8 .
Ž .3.1. The orbit algebra O X of a regular A-module X is a Z-graded
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž i .algebra O X s [ O X with O X s Hom X, t X and wherei i Aig Z
Ž .multiplication is defined by the following rule: For f g O X and g gi
Ž . i Ž . w xO X the product fg is the composition f ? t g g O X , 20 . In orderj iqj
to avoid ambiguity, we use the symbol ? for the composition of maps, if
necessary.
Ž . Ž .Since t is an equivalence on A-reg, we have O X ( O t X for aA
regular module X, so the orbit algebra really is an object attached to the
t-orbit Xt of X.
LEMMA. Let X / 0 be a regular A-module.
Ž . Ž .a O X s 0 for m g 0.m
Ž . ym Ž .b lim r dim O X s a ) 0.m“‘ m
Ž . w x Ž . w x w xProof. a follows from 12 and b from 23 and 26 .
3.2. LEMMA. Let be f : U “ V , i s 1, 2 nonzero maps between regulari i i
modules. Then there exists a homomorphism h: V “ t sU for some s with1 2
f ? h ? t s f / 0.1 2
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Ž t . w x w xProof. Choose a number t G 0 with ker t f regular, 17, 1.2 . By 12A 2
w xand 21 we find some number s ) t with
Ž . Ž sy1 . Ž Ž sy1 . .1 Hom t U , V s 0 s Hom ker t f , V ,A A 2 1 A A 2 1
Ž . Ž s .2 there exists an injective homomorphism g : V “ Im t f .1 A 2
If K and Q denote the kernel and the image of t s f , we get the regularA 2ps s6short exact sequence 0 “ K “ t U Q “ 0. If e : Q “ t V is theA 2 A 2
embedding, then p ? e s t s f holds.A 2
Ž .Applying the functor Hom V , y to this short sequence, we getA 1
Ž .V , p1s 16Hom V , t U Hom V , Q “ Ext V , K .Ž . Ž .Ž .A 1 A 2 A 1 A 1
1 Ž . Ž . Ž .But Ext V , K s 0 by condition 1 , thus V , p is surjective, that isA 1 1
Ž s . sg s h ? p for some h g Hom V , t U . So we get f ? h ? t f s f ? h ? p ? eA 1 A 1 1 A 2 1
s f ? g ? e / 0 since f / 0 and g ? e is injective.1 1
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let 0 / X be a regular A-module.
Ž . Ž .a O X is a prime ring.
Ž . Ž .b O X is a domain, if and only if X is an elementary module.
Ž . Ž .c For m c 0 there are x, y g O X , such that the k-subalgebram
² : Ž .k x, y of O X , generated by 1, x, y is a free algebra in x, y.
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .Proof. a For f , g g O X _ 0 we have to find an h g O X with
Ž .fhg / 0. Since O X is Z-graded, we can choose f , g, and h homogeneous.
But in this case the claim follows from 3.2.
Ž . ib Let X be elementary. Then t X is elementary for all i g Z. LetA
Ž .0 / f g O X , for i s 1, 2. Since the cokernel of f is preinjective andi n 1i n1 w x Ž .the kernel of t f is preprojective by 17, 1.3 , the product f f g O XA 2 1 2
Ž .is nonzero. Since Z is linearly ordered, O X therefore is a domain.
Assume X is not elementary. So we have nonzero regular modules U
and V and a short exact sequence
e p6 60 “ U X V “ 0.
Ž i .Take i such that there is a nonzero morphism f g Hom X, t U and j1
Ž i iqj . w x Žsuch that a nonzero map f g Hom t V, t X exists, 6 . Then f ?2 1
i .Ž yi .t e p ? t f s 0 but both factors are nonzero.2
Ž . w x Ž . t 2 mc By 21, 2.3 , for m c 0 there exists a mono x, y : X “ t X. ItA
² :is straightforward, to check that the algebra k x, y is a free algebra.
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3.4. Since t : A-reg “ A-reg is an equivalence, one also can consider
for a regular module X / 0 the algebra
O X s O X ,Ž . Ž .[ i
igZ
yi yiŽ . Ž . Ž .with O X s Hom t X, X and multiplication fg s t f ? g for f gi
Ž . Ž . Ž .O X and g g O X . One easily checks that the assignment t : O Xi j
iŽ . Ž . Ž .“ O X , defined by t f s t f for f g O X defines an isomorphism ofi
Z-graded algebras. We use this fact in what follows for dual formulations.
4. FINITELY GENERATED ORBIT ALGEBRAS
4.1. LEMMA. For a regular A-modules X / 0 the following properties are
equi¤alent.
Ž .a There exists a short exact sequence
f gi r i r n6 61 1 m m0 “ R t X [ ??? [ t X t X “ 0,A A A
with i - i - ??? - i - n and R regular.1 2 m
Ž . ny1 j nb The minimal right add [ t X-approximation of t X is surjec-A Ajsi1
ti¤e with regular kernel K.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ny1 j s j nProof. b « a is clear, we show a « b : Let r : [ t X “ t XA Ajsi1
be the minimal right add [ny1 t j X-approximation of t nX. Then g factorsA Ajsi1
through r, so we get the commutative diagram,
g
m 6i r n6 6 6t t0 R [ t X t X 0A Ats1
6
6
Xf f
r
ny1 6t s n66 tK0 [ t X t X .A Atsi
6 6
1
Q Q
6 6
0 0
Since g is surjective, so is r. Since K is a submodule of a regular module,
it has no nonzero preinjective direct summand. Dually Q has no preprojec-
Ž . X Ž . Xtive direct summand. Since K is an extension of R f by Q and R f is
regular, the module K is regular, too.
Ž .4.2. We are interested in the case, when O X is a finitely generated
Ž .k-algebra. It is clear that O X is finitely generated if and only if there
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exists a finite generator system, consisting in homogeneous elements. Let
Ž . Ž . Ž .O X s [ O X . It is a subalgebra of O X without identity.q ii) 0
Ž . Ž .LEMMA. O X is a finitely generated algebra, if O X is finitely gener-q
ated.
Ž . Ž .Proof. [ O X is finite dimensional by 3.1 a .iiF 0
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let X be a regular A-module. The following are
equi¤alent.
Ž . Ž .a O X is a finitely generated k-algebra.q
Ž . i1 r1 i s rs nb There exists some epimorphism f : t X [ ??? [ t X “ t XA A A
where i - i - ??? - i - n with regular kernel K.1 2 s
Ž . m i1 r1 i s rsc There exists some monomorphism c : t X “ t X [ ??? [ t XA A A
where m - i - i - ??? - i with regular cokernel Q.1 2 s
Ž . Ž .Proof. b « a : By some t -shift, we may assume i G 0.A 1
Ž1. Ž r . Ž1. Ž r . t i r i r1 s 1 1 s sŽ .Let f s f , . . . , f , . . . , f , . . . , f : X s t X [ ??? [ t X1 1 s s A A
“ t nX, with f Ž j.: t i t X “ t nX, for all 1 F j F r . Take m ) 0, such thatA t A A j
1 Ž ys . w x Ž ys .Ext t X, K s 0, for all s G m, 12 . Application of Hom t X, y toA A A A
the short exact sequence
f n60 “ K “ X t X “ 0A
ysŽ .t X , fAys ys n6Ž . Ž .gives Hom t X, X Hom t X, t X “ 0.A A A A A
Therefore each homomorphism f : tys X “ t nX factors through f. InA A
Ž . s s r i Ž j. Ž j.terms of the orbit algebra O X this means t f s Ý Ý f f withq A is1 js1 i i
Ž j. sqr i Ž .f : X “ t X. Therefore O X is generated by the finite-dimensionali A q
mq ny1 Ž . Ž . Ž .subspace [ O X . The implication c « a is shown similarly,iis1
see 3.4.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž r1. Ž1. Ž rs.. Ž j. Ž .a « c : Let G s f , . . . , f , . . . , f , . . . , f , with f g O X ,i i i i i i1 1 s s m m
Ž1. Ž r .sŽ . Ž .be a finite generator-system of O X and let f s f , . . . , f : X “ Xq i i1 s
s [s t i t X rt be the induced map. We may assume modulo some shift inAts1
y w xt -direction, that the cokernel Q of f is regular, 17, 1.2 . Let I be theA
image of f and K be its kernel. Let f s p ? e with p : X “ I the
nprojection and e : I “ X the inclusion. Take f : X “ t X with n ) i .A s
Ž . Ž j. Ž j.Since G is a generator-system of O X , we have f s Ý f g forq t, j i it t
Ž j. Ž . Ž .suitable g g O X , which means f s f ? g s p ? e ? g . Hence eachi nyit t
f : X “ t nX factors through p .A
Assume K / 0. Then K s K [ K with K preprojective and K1 2 1 2
Ž m . w x 1 Ž m .regular. For m c 0 we get Hom K, t X / 0, by 6 , but Ext I, t XA A A A
w x Ž m .s 0, by 12 . Application of Hom y, t X to the short exact sequenceA A
p 60 “ K “ X I “ 0 gives
Ž m .p , t X am m m6 6Hom I , t X Hom X , t X Hom K , t X “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .A A A A A A
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Ž m . Ž .Let g g Hom X, t X with a g / 0. Then g does not have a factor-A A
ization through p , a contradiction. Hence we have K s 0. Similar is
Ž . Ž .a « b , see 3.4.
Ž . Ž .Note that the parts b , respectively, c of the proposition can be
formulated in terms of minimal right, respectively, left approximations,
by 4.1.
Ž .4.4. COROLLARY. If E is an orbital elementary module, then O E is not
finitely generated.
4.5. EXAMPLE. Let T be a regular partial tilting module with t iTA
sincere, for all integers i. For example, this is the case, when T is a regular
Ž .tilting module. We show that O T is finitely generated. Since a regular
partial tilting module T with t iT sincere for all i is not an elementaryA
w x Ž .module 17, 3.4 , the orbit algebra O T has zero divisors in this case,
by 3.3.
w x Ž .By 14, 4.7 there exists some positive integer t A , depending only on
A, with the property that for any two regular modules X, Y with
Ž . Ž m . Ž .Hom X, Y / 0, we have Hom X, t Y / 0 for m G t A . Let m GA A A
Ž . Ž m . Ž .t A and let f , . . . , f be a k-basis of Hom T , t T . Let l s f , . . . , f :1 r A A 1 r
T “ t mT r. By some shift in ty-direction, we may assume that the coker-A A
w xnel Q of l is regular, 17, 1.2 . The claim follows from 4.3, if l is injective.
Let K be the kernel of l and I the image. Since I is cogenerated by t mTA
1 Ž m m . 1 Ž m .and Ext t T , t T s 0, we get Ext I, t T s 0. Application ofA A A A A
pm 6Ž .Hom y, t T to the short exact sequence 0 “ K “ T I “ 0 givesA A
Ž m . Ž m . Ž m .0 “ Hom I, t T “ Hom T ,t T “ Hom K , t T “ 0. SinceA A A A A A
Ž m . Ž m . Ž m .p , t T : Hom I, t T “ Hom T , t T is an isomorphism by theA A A A A
Ž m . idefinition of l we get Hom K, t T s 0. Since t T is sincere, for allA A A
integers i, the module K has no nonzero preprojective direct summand. It
Ž .has no nonzero regular direct summand, by the choice of m G t A .
Hence K s 0, and the claim follows from 4.3.
5. CANONICAL GENERATING SYSTEMS
Ž .The main result in this part is a criterium when the orbit algebra O X
is a free algebra as a Z-graded algebra. This criterium implies, that the
orbit algebra of an orbital elementary module has this property.
Ž yi .5.1. If X is a regular A-module with Hom X, t X s 0 for i ) 0,A A
then the minimal add [r t i X-approximations of regular modules can beAis0
constructed recursively.
Ž yi .LEMMA. Let X be a module with Hom X, t X s 0 for all i ) 0. LetA A
0 F r F s be natural numbers, R a regular module and let r : X ar [ t X ary 11 A
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[ ??? [ t r X a0 “ R be a minimal right add [ t i X-approximation ofA A0 F iF r
R and r : X bs [ t X bsy 1 [ ??? [ t s X b0 “ t syrR a minimal right2 A A A
add [ t i X-approximation of t syrR. Then we ha¤e a s b for 0 F iA A i i0 F iF s
F r.
Ž . t Ž i b i. Ž i b i.Proof. Let r s s , s : [ t X [ [ t X “2 1 2 A A0 F iF syry1 syr F iF s
t sy rR. Take Y g add [ t i X and a map f : Y “ t syrR. Since r isA A A 2syr F iF s
an approximation, we have f s a ? r s a ? s q a s . But a : Y “1 1 2 2 1
[ t i X bi is zero by the assumption on X, hence s is a rightA 20 F iF syry1
add [ t i X-approximation of t syrR. Clearly s is a minimal map.A A 2syr F iF s
Hence s s t sy rr , and the claim follows.2 1
Ž . Ž5.2. Let X be a quasi-simple brick with End X s k. We call g sA 0
.1, g , . . . , g a homogeneous generating system of [ O , if g is in1 m i i0 F iF n
some O , with 0 F j F n and [ O is contained in the k-subalgebraj i0 F iF n
² < : Ž .k g 0 F i F m of O X , generated by the g .i i
Ž .LEMMA. Let X be a quasi-simple brick with End X s k. There areA
equi¤alent.
Ž .  Ž j. < 4a Let m G 0. The set F s f s 1, f 1 F i F m, 1 F j F r with0 i i
Ž j. Ž .0 F r and f g O X is a minimal homogeneous generating system ofi i i
Ž .[ O X .i0 F iF m
Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž r1. Ž1. Ž r m ..b The map l s f , . . . , f , . . . , f , . . . , f : X “1 1 m m
[ t i X ri is a minimal left add [m t i X-approximation of X.A A1F iF m is1
Ž . Ž j. myi Ž j. myi mc Let g s t f : t X “ t X.i A i A A
Ž Ž1. Ž rm . Ž1. Ž r1.. t my1 i rmy i mThe map r s g , . . . , g , . . . , g , . . . , g : [ t X “ t X is am m 1 1 A Ais0
minimal right add [my 1 t i X-approximation of t mX.A Ais0
Ž . Ž .Proof. a « b : Since F is a minimal generating system, the map l is
a minimal map.
m iLet l : X “ X be a minimal left add [ t X-approximation of X.Ais1
m i r iThen there exists an a : X “ Y s [ t X with l s l ? a . Since F is aAis1
m Ž .generating system of [ O X , each component of l is of the formiis0
Ž j. Ž j. Ž j. Ž .Ý f ? b for some homogeneous elements b g O X . Let b : Y “ Xi, j i i i
be the map, defined by the b Ž j.. Then we have l s l ? b. Since l isi
Ž .minimal, we get from l s l ? a ? b , that a ? b g Aut X . Similarly, we get
Ž .from the minimality of l that b ? a g Aut Y . Therefore l is a minimal
left approximation.
Ž . Ž . m ib « a : Consider a minimal left add [ t X-approximationAis1
mŽ1. Ž s . Ž1. Ž s . i s1 m il s f , . . . , f , . . . , f , . . . , f : X “ X s [ t X ,Ž .1 1 m m Ais1
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m Ž .of X and let g g [ O X . We claim that g is contained in theiis0
² Ž j.: Ž .  Ž j.4subalgebra k f s 1, f of O X , generated by f , f . It is enough to0 i 0 i
Ž .consider g homogeneous, say, g g O X , with i G 0. We prove the claimi
by induction on i, the case i s 0 is trivial. Let 0 - i F m. Since l is a left
approximation, we have g s Ým Ýsr f Ž j. ? hŽ j., with hŽ j.: t r X “ t i X.rs1 js1 r r r A A
Ž r i .Since X is a quasi-simple brick, we have Hom t X, t X / 0 only ifA A A
w x yr Ž j. ² Ž j. :r F i 13, 1.2 . Therefore by induction we get t h g k f , f , m9 - i ,A r 0 m9
which proves the claim.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The proof of the equivalence a m c follows from a m b by 4.3.
5.3. THEOREM. Let A s k Q be a connected wild hereditary algebra and X
Ž .be a quasi-simple brick with End X s k. The following are equi¤alent.A
Ž . Ž .a O X is free, as a Z-graded k-algebra.
Ž .b For each n G 1, the kernel K of the minimal right add [0 F i- n
t i X-approximation r : X s [ t i X ri “ t nX is preprojec-A Ž0, ny1. Ž0, ny1. A A0 F i- n
ti¤e.
Ž .c For each n G 1, the cokernel Q of the minimal left add [0 - iF n
t i X-approximation l : X “ X s [ t i X ri is preinjecti¤e.A Ž1, n. Ž1, n. A0 - iF n
Ž .If O X is free, it is not finitely generated.
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² Ž j. < :Proof. a « c : Let O X s k X 1 F i, 1 F j F r be a free alge-i i
Ž j. Ž .bra in the noncommuting letters X g O X . By 5.2, the induced mapi i
l s X Ž1. , . . . , X Ž r1. , . . . , X Ž1. , . . . , X Ž rn. : X “ [ t i X riŽ .Ž1, n. 1 1 n n A0 - iF n
is a minimal left approximation. Modulo some shift in ty-direction, theA
w xcokernel Q of l is regular, 17 . We have to show that Q s 0 in thisŽ1, n.
case. Assume Q / 0 and consider the exact sequence
lŽ1, n. p6 6X X Q “ 0,Ž1, n.
Ž Ž1. Ž rn.. t w xwith p s p , . . . , p . By Lukas 21, 2.3 there is for m c 0 a mono1 N
m n ri Ž j. Ž Ž j. .a : Q “ t X. We get 0 s l ? p ? a s Ý Ý X ? p ? a sA Ž1, n. is1 js1 i i
Ž j. yiŽ Ž j. . Ž . Ž j.Ý X t p ? a . Since O X is a free algebra in the letters X , thisi, j i A i i
yiŽ Ž j. . Ž j.implies t p ? a s 0 for all i, j, hence p ? a s 0 for all i, j. Since aA i i
is injective, this means p s 0, a contradiction since Q / 0.
Ž . Ž .The proof a « b is similar, see 4.3.
Ž . Ž . ib « a : Take for n G 1 a minimal right add [ t X-approxi-A0 F i- n
mation
tŽ1. Ž r . Ž1. Ž r .n 1r s r , . . . , r , . . . , r , . . . , r :Ž .Ž0, ny1. n n 1 1
X s [ t i X rny i “ t nX ,Ž0, ny1. A A0 F i- n
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Ž j. Ž ny i n . Ž j. iyn Ž j. Ž .with r g Hom t X, t X . Let X s t r g O X , for all i, j.i A A A i A i i
We show, by induction on n that the set
t
Ž j . Ž j .1 tX s X ??? X i s n , 1 F j F r ,Ýn i i m m m1 t½ 5
ms1
of different words in the X Ž j. of weight n s Ýi forms a k-basis ofi m
Ž .O X . Note that we use 5.1.n
It is clear for n s 1, assume therefore n ) 1. We know from 5.2, that Xn
Ž . Ž j1 ? ? ? jt . Ž j1.Ž j . Ž j .generates the k-vector space O X . Let Ý z X ???1 tn X ? ? ? X g X i ? ? ? i ii i n 1 t 11 r
X Ž jt . s 0.i t
Ordering by the last letter, we get Ý Ý f Ž jt .X Ž jt . s 0 where1F i F n 1F j F r i it t j t tt
Ž jt . Ž j1 ? ? ? jt . Ž j1. Ž jty 1. Ž .f s Ý Ý z X ??? X g O X .i i q ? ? ? qi snyi j ? ? ? j i ? ? ? i i i nyit 1 ty1 t 1 ty1 1 t 1 ty1 t
Ž Ž1. Ž rn. Ž1. Ž r1.. ny1 i rny 1Therefore f , . . . , f , . . . , f , . . . , f : X “ [ t X has asn n 1 1 Ais0
image the kernel of r . Since this kernel is preprojective, we haveŽ0, ny1.
f Ž j. s 0 for all i, j. Hence f Ž j. s z Ž j. s 0, for 1 F j F r . For i - n, f Ž j. isi n n n i
a linear combination of words in X . Therefore also in this case theny1
coefficients z Ž j1 ? ? ? jty 1, j., with Ýty1 i s n y i are zero by induction and thei ? ? ? i i js1 j1 ty1,
claim follows.
Ž . Ž .c « a is similar. The last statement follows from 4.1, 4.3.
Ž .5.4. COROLLARY. If E is an orbital elementary module with End E s k,A
Ž .then the orbit algebra O E is a free k-algebra in infinitely many ¤ariables.
5.5. The following lemma might be well known. I learned it from H.
Strauss. Since the proof is surprisingly short and easy, it is given.
² i : iLEMMA. Let X be a regular module. Then Ý dim X, dim t X t is aiG 0 A
rational function.
Proof. Let be x s dim X, F the Coxeter transformation corresponding
Ž .to t , that is F x s dim t X and x t the characteristic polynomial of F,F
Ž . nsay x t s Ý a t . Then we haveF rs0 r r
² i : i lx t x , F x t s r t ,Ž . Ý ÝF l
iG0 lG0
² minl, n4 lyi :with r s x,Ý a F x . From the Cayley]Hamilton theorem we getl is0 i
² i : ir s 0 for l G n, thus the series Ý x, F x t is a rational function.l
Ž .5.6. COROLLARY. Let X / 0 be regular such that the orbit algebra O X
Ž . ² Ž j. < :is a free Z-graded algebra, say O X s k X i ) 0, 1 F j F r , withi i
Ž j. Ž . iX g O X . Then Ý r t is a rational function.i i i) 0 i
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Ž .Proof. Since O X is a free algebra, it follows from Theorem 5.3, that
for each n ) 0 the module t nX has a minimal right add [ny1 t i X-A Ais0
approximation
r : [ny1t i X rny i “ t nX ,A Ais0
Ž .with preprojective kernel K. The map X, r is surjective, since r is a right
approximation. It is injective, since K is preprojective. Therefore we have
Ž n . Ž ny1 i rny i.Hom X, t X ( Hom X, [ t X .A A A Ais0
Ž i .Let a s dim Hom X, t X . We have a s 1, a s r , and a si A A 0 1 1 n
n i Ž i . iÝ r a , for n G 1. From this we get Ý a t s Ý Ý r a t sis1 i nyi iG1 i iG1 js1 j iyj
Ž j.Ž i. ² i :Ý a t Ý r t . Since a s dim X, dim t X for i ) 1, we get fromjG 0 j iG1 i i A
Ž . i i Ž .Ž5.5, that f t s Ý a t is a rational function. Therefore Ý r t s f t 1iG1 i iG1 i
Ž ..y1q f t is a rational function, too.
5.7. EXAMPLE. Let A s k Q be a connected wild hereditary algebra
X 1 Ž X X.with an orbital elementary module E with Ext E , E s 0. Take anA
integer s such that tysytEX is sincere for all t G 0 and let E be tysEX.A A
Since E is faithful, the minimal left approximation f : A “ Er is injective.
It is easy to check that the cokernel V of f is regular and that T s E [ V
w x iis a regular tilting module. Moreover it follows from 10 that t V isA
Ž . Ž .sincere for all integers i. Therefore the orbit algebras O T and O V are
Ž .finitely generated by 4.5, whereas O E is a free and not finitely generated
Ž .algebra. Let e g End T be the projection on E with kernel V andA
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f s 1 y e. Then we get eO T e ( O E , f O T f ( O V andT
O E eO T fŽ . Ž .
O T ( .Ž . ž /f O T e O VŽ . Ž .
5.8. Let k be an algebraically closed field, A s k Q wild hereditary,
and E an elementary module, such that t i E has no nontrivial regularA
factor modules, for all i G 0. Take 0 / f : E “ t mE for some m ) 0. ThenA
i i mqi w xall maps t f : t E “ t E are injective, for i G 0. In 21 in this situationA A A
the infinite-dimensional A-module
f t mf t 2m fm 2 m r m6 6 6D E, f s lim E t E t E ??? “ t E “ ???Ž . ž /A A A
Ž .was studied, and it was shown that all nonzero endomorphisms of D E, f
Ž .were injective. Therefore D E, f is indecomposable.
Assume now, that E additionally is orbital elementary with orbit algebra
Ž . ² Ž j. < :O E s k X i G 1, 1 F j F r .i i
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PROPOSITION. Let E be orbital elementary such that t iE has no nontri¤ial
regular factor modules and m G 1 such that r ) 0. Then the following holds.m
Ž . Ž Ž Ž i...a End D E, X s k.A m
Ž . Ž Ž Ž i.. Ž Ž j...b For 1 F i / j F r we get Hom D E, X , D E, X s 0.m A m m
Ž i. Ž j. Ž . X Ž .Proof. Define X s X , Y s X , D s D E, X , and D s D E, Y .m m
We may consider all the modules t r mE as submodules of D, respectively,A
DX and we get D s D t r mE, respectively, DX s D t r mE in this case.r G 0 A r G 0 A
If f : D “ D, respectively, f : D “ DX is a morphism and r G 0 a natural
Ž r m . Xnumber, t E f is a finitely generated submodule of D, respectively, D ,a
Xr mhence it is a submodule of t E, for some r. Let r be minimal withA
Ž r m . Ž rqrX .m w x Xt E f ; t E. If f / 0, then f is injective by 21 , and we get r G 0,A A
w x r m Ž rqrX .mby 13 . We denote by f : t E “ t E the restriction of f.r A A
Ž . Ž . Xa Take 0 / f g End D and r G 0. For t G r q r we get theA
commutative square
t rmXr m t mŽ rq1.m6 6t E t E???t E
f fr t
X .
6 6Ž rqr .mX X Xt XŽ rqr .m Ž rqr q1.m Ž tqt .m6 6t E t E ??? t E
Ž . Ž Ž i.. tyr Ž Ž i.. tq tXyryrXIn terms of the orbit algebra O E this reads X f s f X .m t r m
Ž . Ž Ž i.. rX Ž Ž i.. tXSince O E is a free algebra, we get f s a X and f s a X forr m t m
some a g kU.
X X Ž r m .Since r , t were chosen minimal with respect to the property t E f ;A
Ž rqrX .m Ž t m . Ž tqtX .m X Xt E, respectively, t E f ; t E, it follows r s t s 0, that is,A A A
f s a.
Ž . X Xb Assume there exists 0 / f : D “ D . Take again t G r q r as in
Ž .part a and consider the commutative diagram
t rmXr m t mŽ rq1.m6 6t E t E???t E
f fr t
X .
6 6Ž rqr .mX X Xt YŽ rqr .m Ž rqr q1.m Ž tqt .m6 6t E t E ??? t E
Ž . Ž Ž i.. tyr Ž Ž j.. tq tXyryrXwhich reads in O E as X f s f X . For t c 0 this im-m t t m
plies f s f s 0, hence f s 0, a contradiction.r t
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